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ØSequential recommendation
qSession-Request structure
qKeep feeding items to users
qUsers decide when to start and quit a session

ØLong-term user engagement
qIncreasing users’ visiting frequency: low return time between sessions 
qIncreasing the length of sessions: more items can be consumed in each 

session
ØReinforcement learning: a promising direction

qFocusing on maximizing cumulative reward from a long-term 
perspective

Long-term engagement in 
Sequential Recommendation



ØDescribe sequential recommendation as a Markov Decision 
Process
qDefined by a tuple 
q is the state space

vBi-level structure in sequential recommendation
vDecompose the state space to session-level (high-level) and request-level (low-

level) features
qRewards relevant to long-term user engagement

vTime duration between two sessions
vSession Length

qOptimization objective

Sequential Recommendation as an MDP



ØRelating changes in long-term engagement to a single 
recommendation

ØFor reinforcement learning methods
qPolicy optimization in huge policy space

vThe evaluation of state-action values (Q values)
vProbing previously unexplored areas will hurt users experiences
vSparse rewards
vState representations will not contain much information about long-term 

engagement

Challenges



ØMotivation
q Learn a recommendation policy which is broadly consistent to, but 

better than, the online-serving policy
vSufficient data near the learning policy so that the state-action values can be well 

estimated
vSafe recommendation

qRelate state representations to long-term reward signals
ØDirect learning such policy is difficult: adding an action 

residual
ØWorkflow

qReconstruction
qPrediction
qSelection

Workflow of ResAct



ØImitating the behaviors of online serving policy

ØA naïve approach
qIt can only generate one candidate

ØInspired by VAE
qEncoder and Decoder

qIt can generate multiple action candidates

Reconstructing Online Behaviors



ØImproving upon the reconstructed candidates with a residual 
model

ØGenerate an improved action with a deterministic policy

ØOptimization through policy gradient

Learning to Predict the Action Residual



ØUpdating the recommendation policy

ØAction selection
qReuse the learned state-action function (the critic)

Learning to Predict the Action Residual



ØRelating state features to long-term rewards
qExpressiveness: maximize the mutual information between state 

features and rewards

qConciseness: minimizing mutual information between state features 
and row states to reduce redundant information

Facilitating Feature Extraction



ØInference: data flow
ØTraining: gradient flow

Overview of ResAct



ØDataset
qMovieLensL-1m
qRecL-25m

ØEvaluation metric: Normalized Capped Importance Sampling 

Experimental Setup



ØLearning curves

ØPerformance comparison

Overall Performance


